EXPLANATION

Test pit (trench), showing sample no. and value of gold, in dollars and cents per yard³. Price of gold at $17.5 per Troy ounce.

Boundary between gravel with gold worth 25 cents per yard³, or more, and gravel of lower gold values (Not shown in areas of insufficient data.)
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DESCRIPTION OF MAP UNITS

SANTA FE FORMATION

Qsfm

Clastic fill deposits restricted to shallow valleys cut in the next older unit (Qsfn)

Qsfn

Clastic deposits that mantle piedmont slopes on the west side of the Rio Grande valley.

CORRELATION OF MAP UNITS

Holocene

disconformity

Pleistocene

QUATERNARY

Topography and geology by Kenneth Segerstrom and John C. Antweiler, III

PLATE 2.

MAP SHOWING GOLD VALUES FROM TEST PITS IN HUNKIDORI GULCH